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Abstract 
The strategy of rejuvenating rural under the horizon, in recent years can be seen from 
the changing from the Chinese one hundred, stabilizing agricultural base at the same 
time, also want to emphasize plight gradually the binary system of rural, rural power 
constantly by multivariate culture shock, and a short video can effectively restore the 
country image, the new farmers actively plays an important role in the "voice" as a result, 
the new farmers Human short video was once popular in the network, but at present, its 
short video transmission process has also shown low feedback, low play volume, low 
income and other phenomena, reflecting that the current new farmer short video has 
been in the bottleneck period of saturation development. Take Lasswell 5W analysis 
pattern, this paper from the aspect of main body of the proportion of individual 
identification, innovation and technical reserves, the content level of video mode, 
communication strategy, value orientation, adapt to the platform regulation, production 
and sale of medium level, the orientation of aesthetic, the differences between the 
demand of user level comprehensive analysis, countermeasures are put forward, to help 
the new farmer short video bottles breakthrough development neck. 
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1. Evaluation and Analysis of Short Video Communication Effect of New 
Farmer 

Through the trill platform with the "new farmers", "three agriculture", "rural", such as 
keywords retrieval, respectively according to the latest and hottest order randomly selected an 
average of 100 "new farmers" short video, through to the video content, feedback analysis 
found that: the new farmer short video is facing a low volume, low feedback, low yields three 
main communication effect. At present, the entire network of all kinds of short video, the new 
farmers common browsing and short video playback volume is in a state of low, the prosperous 
new farmers short video in the position in the public view also gradually fade out, through the 
trill platforms such as retrieval concluded: small head account attracted new farmers in the 
main flow in the short video and fan, and most of the account is still in development not mature 
state, The problems such as low video playback volume and few likes are still serious. The 
creators of these accounts account for the vast majority of New farmers. At the same time, this 
phenomenon directly feeds back the dilemma faced by New farmers' short videos in the 
dissemination process.In addition, from the new farmer short video after the release of the 
average amount of comments the research statistics, it is concluded that the new farmer short 
video on the received amount of audience feedback and communicate with the audience are 
very scarce, this can make most of the new farmer short video development progress is slow, 
poor communication effect, which in turn led to a new peasant community benefit little from 
the creation and the yield is low. 
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2. Analysis of Bottleneck and Causes of Short Video Communication of 
New Farmer 

2.1. Analysis from the Perspective of Communication Subject 
2.1.1. Dilution of Identification of Creation Subject 
The content and theme of some New farmers' short videos are confused, and they lack good 
brand awareness and IP image construction awareness, resulting in weak identifiability of the 
short videos, and it is difficult for the audience to leave a clear impression on the account.In 
some head account, this kind of new farmers short video generally have fixed the personal 
image of particularity, iconic symbol or behavior, or video symbols such as China and India have 
clear watermarking, such as Li Ziqi there is always an iconic red in the video watermarking, 
some short video the hero and the image of the fixed clothes, etc. can let the audience in a very 
short time to the account area easily Points of memory. For more new farmer short video 
account: establish individual account unique impression points, such as personal IP image 
consciousness, main body in the process of transmission key impression for audience 
communication content is less, corresponding to the information received by the audience is 
more scarce, and at the same time, the low efficiency can also influence the spread of the spread 
of new farmers short video eventually achieve desired effects, is not conducive to account 
Expand and extend business. 
2.1.2. Lack of Innovation of Creation Subject 
Due to stimulate the innovation unceasingly, whereas most of new peasant community for 
farmers, can't walk into public view, the existence of the "digital divide" nature, limited by the 
living environment and barriers to education, the traditional "knowledge gap" and "information 
gap" as time evolution has been rising media technology environment, the creation of the 
creator's own ability and the innovation level is not high, hard to express the video Subject and 
material carry on the deep cultural connotation mining and expression mode thinking, have a 
more macroscopic scientific understanding, this circle barrier is difficult to break. As a result, 
once a kind of short video becomes popular, short videos of similar creative mode will follow, 
and the imitation is very similar in terms of shooting content and techniques.Short video 
creation is not systematic and lacks the core meaning of expression. The creation of video 
content only stays in the superficial expression and direct description, and fans can only get a 
short visual pleasure when browsing. Or learn from some of the more popular account video 
mode, the content of their own copy to the framework of others, in order to obtain temporary 
traffic and attention, but the homogenized content is ultimately difficult to obtain long-term 
development, and can not retain stable fans and traffic. 
2.1.3. The Creative Subject is Not Technical Enough. 
Most of the new farmers' creators themselves are not professional and technical personnel, so 
they are naturally more inclined to grasp the plot and content in the creation process of short 
videos. At present, many short videos of "agriculture, rural areas and farmers" have 
monotonous shooting skills. The fluency of lens group also needs to be improved, and even 
some short videos will appear out of sync with the subtitles. At the same time, although the 
images presented by natural scenes have a kind of natural primitive beauty, the environmental 
images without modification and polishing are easy to expose some primitive, aesthetically 
lacking and even sensitive content, which is difficult to make a first impression to gain an 
advantage. Therefore, video shooting techniques are included; Content planning; Picture, the 
effect, etc.on new farmers creation subject lack and platform for other types of short video 
creators can niang beauty technology, material only on the original scene, the basis of the 
relatively fixed video mode structure, part of the video text matching music such as rough and 
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not to move, do not people with images and division division, conflict with people naturally 
tend to the beautiful nature, easy to make the audience Produce aesthetic fatigue. 

2.2. Analysis from the Perspective of Communication Content 
2.2.1. Video Mode is Monotonous and Boring 
The new farmer short video adopts the video production mode of realistic direct shooting or 
story narration in most cases. This kind of short video focuses on content rather than skills. 
Although it can effectively enhance strengths and avoid weaknesses, it is hard to get rid of the 
model shackles for the new farmer short video. Video at the same time complementary with 
simple words, the whole period of music elements, such as only superficial will have to express 
the content of the interpretation, this is too simplified, the content of the complanation 
narrative video content will be the core and hope to express the connotation of the plain and 
vulgarization, make whole video tonal completely in the service of traffic and attention, will not 
to video content through the creative expression The sexualized way of presentation makes it 
difficult to attract the audience's continuous attention to the video update and then lead to 
deeper thinking and exploration. 
2.2.2. Excessive Creation of Publicity and Dyeing Scenes 
An important feature of the new Farmer short video is the simplicity of the video style. Through 
the display of rural scenery, rural people, rural taste and rural feeling, it restores the unique 
local conditions and customs of rural areas and arouses the yearning or emotional resonance 
of the audience. However, excessive scene publicity and nostalgia construction make this 
communication style gradually degenerate.For example, some short videos of new farmers, in 
order to express the honest and simple cultural features of rural areas, over-beautify the 
communication between people, and everything they do seems unnatural and even contrary to 
common sense. Such video content not only fails to convey warmth and arouse emotional 
resonance to the audience, but also generally causes disgust and rejection of the audience, thus 
running counter to the originally expected communication effect. In addition, there are some 
short videos that will extremeize and absolutize nostalgia emotion and forcibly transmit this 
emotion to the audience, making it difficult for people to accept. 
2.2.3. Lack of Content 
Limited by the conditions of the creative body and the relevant rules of the platform, there are 
many short video content produced by the creators mainly to meet the audience's perception 
needs and achieve the purpose of obtaining traffic and fan support. They are unwilling to deeply 
explore the cultural, educational value and the significance of macro communication behind the 
video content. There are even a small number of inferior short videos of New farmers actively 
cater to some audience's bad psychological quirks, such as curiosity psychology, abnormal 
psychology, etc. Taking short videos as a tool to spread inferior content, leading to wrong value 
orientation. Such short videos can be captured in a short time supported by Internet traffic, but 
with virtually no publicity value and should be severely banned. Due to the neglect or deformity 
of value orientation, short videos lacking good publicity significance can not have lasting vitality, 
and the content can not stand in-depth deliberation and lack the ability of long-term 
dissemination. 
2.2.4. Improper Account Operation and Management 
Short video account's operation is a long and requires constant accumulation and grinding 
process, at the early stage of the business account under the condition of development 
condition, part of the account number in video and frequency is relatively idle, secondly, most 
creators ignore the external factors, such as video release time node, different time release 
video also impact on short video views. Improper account management will not only hinder the 
spread of short videos, but also make it harder to retain audiences in the long run. 
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The irregular release and low frequency of short videos in management have affected the user 
stickiness of short videos of Xinyi People. With the expansion of the short video creation market, 
the competition pressure of creators is also expanding. Once the video is not updated in time, 
the audience will shift their attention to other bloggers in time. However, when short videos 
are released without regularity and in periods, it is easy to miss the peak period of active users. 
In addition, the amount of fans accumulated in the initial stage of account operation is 
insufficient, the drainage effect of platform recommendation mechanism is not significant, and 
the efficient transmission of short videos cannot be achieved. 

2.3. Analysis from the Perspective of Media 
2.3.1. Lack of Awareness of Media Adaptation to Norms 
Based on the theory of control, audit and supervision in the process of the platform in a short 
video plays a more rigorous "gatekeeper" identity, short video platform regulation tend to 
strictly and formatting, at the same time, according to the introduction of the theory of 
"framework", the content itself is restricted by the media framework, new farmers short video 
need to adapt to the platform for all kinds of specifications and user behavior when viewing 
platform, such as the short video Vertical screen mode, keyword tags, taboo words, language 
specification, etc., blind self-styled new farmers short video creation if lose good medium 
adaptability and standard consciousness, such as part of the new farmers short video is 
influenced by their own video content integrity, lead to the video time is longer, but this 
platform's fast-paced video recommendations and is quite different from the mainstream video 
time. If it goes against the user habits of the audience, it will be difficult to gain a firm foothold 
in the platform and user groups and be widely accepted by the audience, and the development 
of the account will be frustrated step by step and even the possibility of interruption of creation 
due to long-term stability imbalance. Therefore, in order to make better use of platform media 
to obtain traffic, attention and fan economy, we should first learn to adapt to media. Weak 
awareness of norms will eventually lead to difficulties in drainage and development. 
2.3.2. It is more Difficult to Integrate Production and Marketing 
Some short videos of New farmers are constantly promoting their personal brand and content 
through the platform on commercial transformation, in order to realize the value of cash, but it 
is more through the platform for production and marketing integration of new farmers account, 
short video can be more harmonious cohesion, such as goods with short video overall tonality 
has strong advertising's visual effects, such as how to propaganda video and products better 
fusion, choose the appropriate time node, what media channels for choice Release and so on 
are the problems that need to be solved in the integration of production and marketing. Few 
accounts can handle these connection problems properly. As new farmers short video harder 
in terms of business cohesion, to adapt to the contradiction between production and sales, in 
the short video message of language symbols with the principal part of empathy and empathy 
between emotional experience will become stiff many products, such as the expression of 
theme video content and promotional purposes such as improper handling will affect the 
quality of the video and communication effect, weaken the emotional connection between the 
audience and short video. 

2.4. Analysis from the Perspective of Communication Objects 
On the user level, the diversified aesthetic trend of the audience makes it difficult for the short 
video of New Farmer to meet the preferences of many audiences. The differentiated needs of 
the audience also make the short videos of new farmers created in the vertical field awkward. 
2.4.1. The Market is Unitary to Satisfy All 
This part is divided into two levels, the first is the diversity of the audience aesthetic to the 
distance between the creation of new farmers short video compression, in order to obtain more 
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people's attention and concern, the new farmers short video in a holding position and 
innovation and transformation of sill full period, the problem of all tastes will be always 
accompanied with the development of new farmers short video. 
The other part is the differentiated needs of audience groups. Different motivations for viewing 
videos and differences in expected effects will affect the content creation of short videos. 
Improper handling will also affect the communication and influence among audience groups, 
and then affect the development and planning of New farmers' short videos in the long run. 
2.4.2. The Flow Impact is Difficult to Keep Fresh 
In the field of update selected generation rapid short video, also gave birth to a large number of 
audience devoted to the novelty, the curiosity be amplified, expression of video, video theme 
innovation point, and so on are more picky, the new farmers short video moments grasp the 
essence of new move, you need to set up a stable position among the audience, and based on 
the video to determine the directions of the subject and in the response In the process of fast 
updating and selection of short videos, it is difficult to maintain the continuous freshness of 
short videos for a long time, especially for the emergence of various short video themes, and 
the same type of new farmers' short videos have similar themes, and the phenomenon of 
homogeneity is more serious, which puts pressure on the update of short videos. 

3. New Farmers Short Video Communication Path Exploration 

3.1. Deep Cultivation Skills to Create a Unique Image of New Farmers 
Creators need to pay full attention to the technical basis of short video, improve their own 
technical level, improve the quality of video,with a better sensory experience as the starting 
point, the technical reserve of the creator determines the achievable space of the creation 
content, and also gives him the ability to create a unique image of the new farmer. In order to 
get the attention of the audience, it is very important to create a personal IP image. The feature 
points can trigger the memory points of the audience, so as to bring continuous attention and 
traffic, and promote the evolution of the account.Account image building is mainly based on 
two levels, including iconic things and centralized events. First of all, the video needs to have 
obvious things that are easy to generate memory points as the external card of the short video, 
such as the video watermark. Fixed clothing, language, scene, etc.that is, to guide users through 
short-term browsing and retain the impression and generate continued browsing and attention 
interest. Followed by the creation around the center of the event, and the central theme to the 
characteristic and the potential of sustainable creation, distance is the password for long-term 
retained the audience, also provide direction for account continues to develop, create new 
farmers image of IP, implement brand communication, for the new farmer takes root in a short 
video and generate greater influence lay foundation. 

3.2. Attach Importance to Connotation and Help Revitalize Rural Culture 
Follow the principle of content is the first point, the new farmers short video should also has a 
certain spreading value and connotation, to play the role of good rural culture dissemination 
spokesperson, follow the topic content of traditional style respect, the correct value guidance 
to stimulate creative theme of modernization, to get support from the audience, platform, and 
even the national level, so as to obtain exogenous rural cultural transmission Motivation. The 
structure of the content of the video theme sets the tone for the whole video series and is rich 
in labeling and representation. At the same time, there is a deeper connotation under the theme. 
It strives for perfection and in-depth exploration. 
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3.3. Adapt to the Platform and Standardize the Order of the New Farmer 
Industry 

Accounts that rely on the short video platform for publicity need to follow media rules and user 
habits. Only by adapting to the platform can they make better use of the platform, and only by 
adapting to user habits can they obtain traffic and attention from users.In for a short video 
creation and user specifications must meet the rules, as the new farmer creators, specification 
shall have the duty responsibility, correct the audience for the new farmer group adverse box, 
at the same time realize high integration of creative content and media environment, including 
the content selection of raw materials key: seize the highlight and follow the principle of novelty; 
The vertical shooting mode, the connection between scene and scene, the collocation of 
keywords, etc., will finally get the support of field and audience flow, and build a new order of 
the new farmer industry with starting salary. 

3.4. Strengthen Communication to Make the Genre of "Agriculture, Rural Areas 
and Farmers" more Accessible to the People 

New farmers short video creation final service object is the majority of short video users, at the 
same time in order to get a wide spread and increase the influence of the purpose, short video 
creators should do a good job with the audience extensive communication, emphasis on user 
thinking, the understand the audience's unique preferences, explore the audience's personal 
needs, make up for the audience's lack of emotion or experience... Content to timely adjust short 
video works, looking for direction to meet the demand of the large audience content creation, 
let originally is a far cry from the "three rural" genre of short video really into the audience's 
heart, to meet user needs, grab some can realize the unique window: or through comments 
suggest, feel, lenovo get inspired and whimsy joke, and the window can also be disguised as the 
video Creation can increase the innovation point, but also can stimulate the audience's activity, 
achieve effective communication. At the same time, it pays attention to the daily operation of 
the account, strengthens the interaction, establishes the fan interaction mechanism, increases 
the audience's sense of experience and participation, gives the audience more initiative and 
participation opportunities, and embodies the user value. Communication is conducive to 
establishing a friendly image, narrowing the distance between the audience and the creators of 
new farmers, increasing stickiness, so that the communication surface of "agriculture, rural 
areas and farmers" is no longer limited to rural areas, and has a broader audience, which is 
conducive to the development of rural industries. Rural landscape display provides space and 
opportunities for rural farmers to increase their income. 
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